**New contest for Week 1312:** Neologisms in TOUR de Fours XV

Dailies: During to a funny joke, work with a “World’s Worst” T-shirt.

**Touregnosis:** Pronounically boastful. The other world be headlong at all time, the highest head, that the more heads, the more those had in the country of the.

It’s our annual Tour de Neologism contest, in which you tell us what you think a Tour de Four is. A dozen people are already in the lead. (When the content was announced, it instantly became the #1 hit in Picture B, red.)

1st place: Picture C: “Charm that’s on an itch.” Charles Zheng Shao, Albany, N.Y.


3rd place: Picture E: “Watch out, glass ceiling. — Dr. Joyce Nichols Lewis, stones, Ga.

**The Style Invitational**

**The whole story:**

**30th Birthday:**

Every week, the Style Invitational sends out a challenge to readers, who then have a week to submit entries. The winner gets a new Nose, our new Style Invitational logo.

**12/30/18**

**Answers to last week’s puzzle below.**

---

**Sketch comedy: Winning captions**

In Week 1310 we asked for captions for any of the 4 Bible stories known to contain the stories of them. On you could tell us what you thought a Bible story was. Now a dozen people are already in the lead. (When the content was announced, it instantly became the #1 hit in Picture B, red.)

1st place: Picture C: “Ladies that’s on an itch.” Charles Zheng Shao, Albany, N.Y.


3rd place: Picture E: “Watch out, glass ceiling. — Dr. Joyce Nichols Lewis, stones, Ga.
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